
Salsburgh Community Council  Minutes 9TH JAN 2020 
 

 

 
  

Present   L Pharo, J Muir,  N McCann, M Hinds, J Wilson, Morene Simpson (Culture 
NL), Cncllr K Stevenson 

 
 
  
Apologies H Stevenson, P Rennie 

 
 
1.Minutes of previous meeting 

 
 Minutes of previous meeting 12TH Dec were submitted and  approved 

 
 Proposed N McCann Seconded J Wilson 

 
2.  Illness in the Community Council  
We are beset by illness at the moment and it has been brought to our notice that 
both Helen (treasurer) and Pat have had to take a back seat due to personal and 
family illness. Theses gaps will hopefully be resolved at our next meeting.  
 
3. Admin grant 
 
We did not receive an admin grant last year and we are still looking into this. 
 

    
4. Community Matters 
 
We have not heard anything from Community Matters regarding the transport 
survey with  Aecom. 
 
5 Scottish Evening  
 
Due to illness in the community council we have sadly been unable to organise the 
The Scottish Evening, however as the Skatepark is about to begin construction  in  
Feb and we are expecting it to be finished at the end of May / beginning of June we 
are hopefully going to hold a grand opening with stalls and games for all of the 
village. The Salsburgh Football Team have offered to play two Charity matches with 
the money collected to be used to help fund the opening Day. We will be discussing 
this in more detail at the next meeting. 
 
6 Football field 
It was noted that the football field was run over by  a quad bike. This practise has to 
stop and the complete disregard for others needs to be addressed. The sad part is 
that no one ever ‘sees anything or anyone’ therefore it becomes difficult to stop it 
happening.   
We also noted that despite the Salsburgh football team booking and paying for the 
use of the football pitch for many months the NLC have no knowledge of this and 
we cannot understand why. The result of this is that the cleaning and maintenance 
has not been happening. M Simpson of Culture NL who attended this meeting has 
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said that she will look into this and resolve the situation.   
 
 
 
 
 

7 Community Police 
 

Sgt Lorna Henchelwood is our new Community Police Officer. 
 
8 Doctors surgery 
 
It has been reported that Chapelhall surgery has a new doctor. We will try to 
establish if this is the case and if so how will it affect our surgery. 
 We are still trying to arrange a meeting  to check on any progress if any, on our 
initial Community meeting last year. We have been waiting long enough and still no 
answers despite us asking.  
 
9 Flower barrels 
 
We discussed trying to make the village prettier by obtaining barrels – perhaps from 
the local brewery or some other  similar receptacles and asking villagers to ‘adopt’ 
them outside their houses where possible. We would like to then have a 
Competition to find the best display and organise a prize for the winner. 
 
 

10 Community Matters 
 
We were awarded £50,000 to build our Skatepark which should be starting  
construction in February and we were also awarded £20,000 for a Heritage project. 
This could be for something that involves all the villagers and is a lasting legacy. 
We are attempting to have the man shed built and in use by the summer and some 
of this money could be used for the construction of the shed with facilities to have 
toilet and electricity facilities. We are also hoping to build it in such a way that we 
can expand it if needed for any other use for villagers.  
 
The meeting was then concluded 

 
 
The next meeting is on Thursday 13th Feb Jan 2020 at the Church Hall (opposite the 
Community Council) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


